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Providers of overseas relocation (http://www.interdean.co.uk), Interdean, have commented on the recently
published list of the best high schools in the United States of America, highlighting top areas for
education in North America.
On the 22nd of April, USnews.com published an article highlighting the best high schools in the United
States of America. With 248,000 public high schools there is a lot of competition for the top spots on
this list, and whilst public education in America is frequently highly scrutinised for its policies
regarding standardised tests, its above average drop-out rates and the quality of the teaching, there is
no doubting that some of the schools in the States’ education system are well over par and the School
for the Talented and Gifted in Dallas is just one of the many that has proven to be a formidable centre
of learning having held on to its title as the nation’s very best public high school for a third year
in a row.
Of the 248,000 public high schools in the American Education system, only 500 of them were rewarded with
the coveted gold medal award, whilst 1,519 deservedly earned silver and a further 2,688 were honoured
with bronze awards. Schools that placed in the top ten included first placed TAG, second placed BASIS
Scottsdale (and sister school BASIS Tucson North hit in at fifth) whilst Gwinnett School of Mathematics,
Science and Technology, in Georgia took third.
‘When people move abroad they often only consider international schools, but there are, especially in
America, such a great variety of world class schools at your disposal, that you mustn’t rule out them
out when regarding options for your children’s future. In addition to the top ten schools mentioned in
the list, both Maine and California have produced a huge quality of schools, each with over 22% of their
schools landing a gold or silver award. California, the golden state has the ability to boast a total of
105 gold medals, that’s a fifth of the whole country’s gold standard schools.’
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Interdean helps families, expats, backpackers, travellers and students moving overseas. Established in
1958, Interdean provides moving, storage, shipping air freight, excess baggage, visa and immigration, and
full relocation services to worldwide destinations. Interdean is FIDI FAIM PLUS accredited and has over
123 offices worldwide.
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